What’s new with the amnesic patient H.M.?

Suzanne Corkin

H.M. became amnesic in 1953. Since that time, nearly 100 investigators, first at the Montreal Neurological Institute and since 1966 at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, have participated in studying him. We all understand the rare opportunity we have had to work with him, and we are grateful for his dedication to research. He has taught us a great deal about the cognitive and neural organization of memory. We are in his debt.

Almost 50 years have elapsed since the neurosurgeon William Beecher Scoville resected H.M.’s medial temporal lobe (MTL) structures for the relief of medically intractable epilepsy. The aetiology of H.M.’s epilepsy is unclear, because he has a family history of epilepsy (three first cousins on his father’s side of the family) and he sustained a head injury with unconsciousness at age nine. The outcome of Scoville’s radical, experimental operation was twofold: H.M.’s seizures decreased markedly in frequency to the point that, at present, he has at most two major seizures a year; and he immediately showed a severe anterograde amnesia that has persisted. H.M.’s rise to fame began in 1957 with the publication of Scoville and Milner’s paper in the Journal of Neurology, Neurosurgery, and Psychiatry: ‘Loss of recent memory after bilateral hippocampal lesions.’ This paper has been cited 1,744 times since its publication in 1957, and is on a par with the 1998 paper by Gage and colleagues, ‘Neurogenesis in the adult human hippocampus,’ one of the most highly cited articles in the field. Gage’s paper has had 282 citations since its November 1998 publication, whereas Scoville and Milner’s paper has had 258 citations since that date, attesting to the latter’s long-lasting prominence and influence. Scoville and Milner’s title reflected their belief that the lesion of the hippocampus, as opposed to the other structures that were excised, was the culprit behind H.M.’s amnesia, and they concluded that the severity of amnesia is related to the size of the hippocampal removal. This view, which was challenged for decades, derived, in part, from converging evidence from two other cases that were described by Penfield and Milner. Both of their patients became amnesic after a left temporal lobectomy that included a large hippocampal removal, and both showed concomitant electrographic abnormality in the right MTL, indicating that, like H.M.’s, their amnesia resulted from a bilateral lesion. This hypothesis was confirmed in one of the patients who later came to autopsy.

The goals of this article are to provide a brief overview of published results obtained with H.M. over several decades, to present some new data on putative information storage in extrahippocampal sites, and to consider the effect that H.M.’s condition has on his personal identity.

Early discoveries

The initial question addressed by Milner and her students was whether H.M.’s anterograde amnesia was global: that is, whether he was severely impaired regardless of the kind of memory test (free recall, cued recall, yes/no recognition, multiple-choice recognition, learning to criterion); regardless of the kind of stimulus material (words, digits, paragraphs, pseudowords, faces, shapes, clicks, tones, tunes, sounds, mazes, public events, personal events); and regardless of the sensory modality through which information was presented (vision, audition, somatosensory system, olfaction). The answer to these questions, on the basis of decades of experiments, is ‘yes’: his impairment is not only severe, but also pervasive. H.M.’s anterograde amnesia manifests as deficient acquisition of episodic knowledge (memory for events that have a specific spatial and temporal context) and of semantic knowledge (general knowledge about the world, including new word meanings). The evidence strongly supports the conclusion that the MTL structures that were removed in H.M. are crucial for long-term declarative memory (conscious recollection of facts and events), including the acquisition of new semantic knowledge. Other studies indicate that H.M.’s short-term memory is intact and, therefore, not dependent on these MTL structures. So, he can encode new information, but rarely uses this information to establish a long-term trace.

H.M.’s memory and language capacities are dissociable. In 1968, Milner, Corkin and Teuber noted that, ‘His comprehension of language is undisturbed: he can repeat and transform sentences with complex syntax, and he gets the point of jokes, including those turning on semantic ambiguity.’ A ‘mild language disorder’ that was described later might have preceded the brain operation, and could be related to substandard education and a low socioeconomic background. A recent study underscores the relative integrity of H.M.’s language capacities. Extensive analysis of his lexical memory and grammatical processing found normal performance relative to age- and education-matched control participants, with the one exception being his performance on fluency tasks (see also Ref. 13). In addition, longitudinal data collected over 48 years (1953–2000) showed no evidence of a significant change in his scores on four...
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**Table 1 | Normal and impaired repetition priming in H.M.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Impaired</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patterns87</td>
<td>Incomplete pictures77,87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word-stem completion with familiar words77,81</td>
<td>Word-stem completion with novel words83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category exemplar production (M. M. Keane et al., unpublished data)</td>
<td>Category decision (M. M. Keane et al., unpublished data)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word-fragment completion84</td>
<td>Lexical decision89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homophone spelling86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptual identification of familiar words77,81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptual identification of pseudowords77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptual identification of novel words81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*H.M.’s impairment on this task might be related to its having a declarative memory component91. Other laboratories have reported normal category decision priming and lexical decision priming in amnesia92,93,94. It is, therefore, possible that H.M.’s impairment is idiosyncratic.*

---

Wechsler subtests (Information, Comprehension, Similarities and Vocabulary), and no evidence of a lexical memory impairment95. Other investigators74,75 have argued that H.M.s subtle deficits in language comprehension and production are a consequence of his MTL lesion. This explanation seems unlikely, because amnesic patients with lesions restricted to the hippocampal formation are unimpaired on these kinds of task. Furthermore, amnesic patients in whom semantic knowledge is impaired have lesions of lateral temporal neocortex in addition to the MTL lesion; the extent of impairment is related to the extent of damage to lateral temporal cortex. It is possible that H.M. has some minimal damage to lateral temporal neocortex that could have contributed to his subtle deficits86.

Residual learning capacities

The dissociation in H.M. between the acquisition of declarative memory and other kinds of learning was initially shown for motor learning. The first experimental demonstration of preserved learning in amnesia was Milner’s report that H.M.s time and error scores decreased within and across three days of training on a mirror-tracing task64. H.M. was asked to draw a line between two adjacent outlines of a star-shaped pattern, but he could see only his hand, the pencil and the star reflected in a mirror (with left and right reversed). Although no control data were reported, he showed clear skill learning, in marked contrast to the absence of declarative memory for any details of the testing sessions, or even a feeling of familiarity. Subsequent studies, which included healthy volunteers, showed that his initial performance on motor learning tasks was inferior to those of control participants, but that he could still show consistent improvement over several consecutive days of testing65,66, and that he could retain that nondeclarative knowledge for as long as a year67. These results indicate that acquisition and retention of a visuomotor skill rely on substrates beyond the MTL region. (H.M.’s motor performance has always been slow relative to control participants; this disturbance in movement rate is probably related to the marked and diffuse atrophy of his cerebellar vermis and hemispheres, a well-documented side effect of taking the antiepileptic drug phenytoin (Dilantin). Cerbellar signs are typically not seen in other amnesic patients.) Other kinds of learning are preserved in H.M., and are also believed to be independent of the MTL memory system. These include perceptual aftereffects68, prism adaptation (R. Held, unpublished data; H. C. Mapstone and S. C., unpublished data), perceptual learning (reading mirror-reversed words69),
and most kinds of repetition priming (Table 1). Repetition priming occurs incidentally when stimuli encountered in a study list influence performance on a subsequent test, without conscious awareness of that influence. For example, deciding whether the word ‘episode’ in a study list is something you can or cannot touch will increase the likelihood that in the subsequent test, you will complete the stem ‘epi-’ as ‘episode’ (the primed word) rather than as ‘epic’, ‘epicure’ or ‘epilepsy’ (unprimed words). Experiments show that the kinds of priming that are normal in H.M. are mediated by at least two dissociable priming processes: a visuo-perceptual (pre-semantic) process, for which the neural substrate is the cortical areas that receive and process sensory input; and a conceptual process, for which the neural substrate is probably polymodal areas in frontal, temporal and parietal cortices. These brain areas are spared in H.M. and presumably support normal priming independently of the damaged MTL memory system. Although H.M. typically performs perceptual and conceptual priming tasks normally, one study found a clear-cut dissociation in H.M. between perceptual and conceptual priming with novel words (Box 1). The design of our priming experiments was such that each priming test was paired with a recognition memory test using the same or similar stimuli. On these declarative memory tests, in which H.M. was instructed explicitly to remember and then recall or recognize the words, he was impaired across the board. This result is consistent with his global amnesia.

**Storage in extra-hippocampal sites**

Recent investigations have questioned the importance of the hippocampus for episodic memory, and instead attribute greater significance to structures within the parahippocampal region, particularly for visual recognition memory. Spatial memory and semantic memory. This view differentiates preserved MTL structures in H.M., which are probably spared MTL structures in H.M. and contributes to the different contributions of H.M.’s preserved MTL structures (for example, caudal perirhinal and parahippocampal cortices; Fig. 1). New evidence of neurogenesis in the adult human hippocampus makes this possibility even more plausible than it was a few years ago. Several pieces of data indicate what these contributions might be.

In April 1958, five years after his operation, H.M. and his parents moved to an 860-sq ft bungalow near Hartford, Connecticut. In 1966, during a visit to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Clinical Research Center, H.M. was able to draw an accurate floor plan of his home from memory (Fig. 2a). After his father died, H.M. and his mother remained in that house until 1974, when they went to live with a relative who was a psychiatric nurse and could care for them in her home. Three years later (24 years after his operation), when H.M. was again visiting MIT, I asked him where he lived, and he gave me his former address. I then asked him to draw a floor plan of that house (Fig. 2b). I showed this drawing to his caregiver, who was familiar with the layout of the house; she verified that he had included all the rooms in their proper location. Just to be sure, I recently

---

**Box 1 | The granola–jacuzzi experiment**

Knowing that H.M. showed normal word-stem completion priming with words that entered the dictionary before his operation, Bradley Postle and I were curious to know whether he would also show priming with words that entered the dictionary after 1965 (12 years after his operation and the onset of his anterograde amnesia). His task was to read words aloud as they were presented, one by one, on a computer screen. One minute later, he viewed three-letter stems, half corresponding to words in the study list and half corresponding to unstudied words, and was asked to complete each stem with the first word that came to mind. The measure of priming was the number of words completed to studied words minus the baseline score of stems completed to unstudied words. We predicted that he would be impaired on this test relative to age- and education-matched control subjects because he lacked representations in his lexicon of post-1965 words. As a result, there would be no traces to activate (or prime) during the study phase of the repetition priming test, and so he would complete word stems to words that he had acquired preoperatively. That is exactly what we found. Not only was H.M. impaired on the repetition priming task with postmorbid words, he also was impaired (as expected) on explicit measures of word knowledge; specifically, on cued recall of the words, generation of definitions and recognition of definitions. (As in previous studies, he primed normally with premorbid words, but could not recall or recognize them explicitly.)

The proposed model for word-stem completion priming requires that pre-existing lexical representations of the studied words be activated during the study phase to bias the lexical search during the test. Basing the search increases the probability that studied words will be retrieved (a). If lexical representations for the studied words do not exist, as was the case with post-1965 words for H.M., trace activation cannot occur, and the studied words will not be retrieved during the test (b).

A different mechanism is believed to support perceptual identification priming, on which H.M. showed normal performance for premorbid and postmorbid words. The procedure during the study condition was similar to that used for word-stem completion priming, the difference being that the exposure duration was shorter. H.M. viewed a list of words that were flashed on the screen, and was asked simply to read the words aloud. The exposure duration was set so that he achieved 50% correct responses. During the test, he read the studied words again, intermingled with unstudied words. The measure of priming was the number of studied words correctly identified minus the number of unstudied words correctly identified. H.M. identified more studied than unstudied words, and, in contrast to word-stem completion priming, his performance was identical for premorbid and postmorbid words. Thus, the manipulation of premorbid versus postmorbid words did not affect his performance.

Evidence from previous studies indicates that word-stem completion priming is localized to perisylvian areas of the left (language-dominant) hemisphere, whereas perceptual identification priming is localized to areas in the ventral visual stream. These areas are preserved in H.M., except for minimal damage to anterolateral temporal cortex. His impaired word-stem completion priming with novel words is related to his medial temporal lobe lesion and results in anterograde amnesia. Specifically, after 1953, he was unable to acquire new vocabulary words, and therefore lacked the representations to support lexical retrieval procedures.
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Figure 1 | Multiplanar views of 18 averaged T1-weighted MRI volumes showing preserved structures in H.M.’s MTL. This magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan was obtained on 15 December 1998 (slice thickness: 1.00 mm; Pixel x: 0.976562 mm; Pixel y: 0.976562 mm). The images are based on data averaged over 18 runs; images were motion corrected using the first scan (out of the 18 axial) as a reference. The asterisk marks the intersection of the three viewing planes, just caudal to the left medial temporal lobe (MTL) resection, seen best in the transaxial view. Top left, sagittal view; bottom left, coronal view; bottom right, transaxial view; top right, surface rendering showing locations of transaxial and coronal planes. Abbreviations: CS, collateral sulcus; EC, entorhinal cortex; H, hippocampus; L, left; PH, parahippocampal gyrus; R, right.

asked the current resident of the house if he would provide me with a floor plan (FIG. 2c). The similarity between H.M.’s drawings and the current floor plan indicates that H.M.’s topographical memory for the house that he had never seen before the onset of his amnesia, but where he lived after his operation, is intact. Because he could recall the correct address when asked where he lived, it seems that it is not simply the spatial content of the information that makes it memorable for him. Rather, it is the broader domain of personal semantic memory that is favoured by virtue of the information’s being learned slowly over an extended period of time, presumably with the support of cortical structures35. This knowledge is in marked contrast to H.M.’s striking inability to incorporate other new information into declarative memory. At the same time, it raises the possibility that he might have been able to acquire new vocabulary words if daily training had been carried out over a period of years36.

Preserved topographical memory in amnesia has been described in single case reports36,37 (see also REE 38 for a case of preserved topographical memory in Pick’s disease). Both patients had large bilateral MTL lesions, but were still able to perform several challenging cognitive map tests normally. The test items focused on spatial representations that were acquired premorbidly; specifically, the neighborhood or region in which each patient had grown up. By contrast, both patients were unable to acquire new spatial memories. What is so remarkable about H.M.’s ability to draw an accurate floor plan of his home is that, unlike these cases36,37, H.M. acquired the representation after the onset of his amnesia. Presumably, he was able to construct a cognitive map38 of the spatial layout of his house as the result of daily locomotion from room to room, thereby encoding the location of each room in relation to the other rooms. This allocentric representation of his house, based on thousands of ‘learning trials’, was shown in his drawing of the floor plan. His ability to recall material encountered after 1953 contrasts sharply with his impaired performance on all other recall tests. In particular, he is severely impaired on other spatial memory tasks, including the acquisition of the correct sequence of turns in a visual46 and a tactile47 stylus maze. It is important to note, however, that on learning tasks performed in the laboratory, H.M. never had an opportunity for exhaustive and long-term repetition comparable to repeated locomotion through his house.

What anatomical considerations would explain the selective sparing of H.M.’s ability to acquire a topographical representation of the rooms in his house? Lesion studies provide some clues. Loss of topographical familiarity is a selective “inability to match the perceived environment with stored memories that would allow the surroundings to be recognized”42. This disorder is associated with bilateral posterior cerebral lesions or unilateral postero medial lesions in the left or right hemisphere43–44. Topographical disorientation has also been reported after left or right temporal lobectomy and after damage to right retrosplenial cortex45–46. More precise anatomical correlates come from functional imaging studies that have identified a network of brain regions that supports topographical memory: medial parietal lobe, posterior cingulate gyrus, occipitotemporal areas, parahippocampal gyrus, right hippocampus and right retrosplenial cortex47–51. These structures are included in the components of an allocentric coordinate system proposed by McNaughton et al.52 (FIG. 3). The regions shown in green (the six at the top) are preserved in H.M., whereas the structures shown in red were excised (the three at the bottom). Thus, H.M. has some of the components of this spatial processing network, and they probably contribute to his ability to draw a floor plan of his former house. In addition, the spared posterior 2 cm of his parahippocampal gyrus could have been important, because the parahippocampal cortex receives spatial information directly from posterior parietal cortex and indirectly through the retrosplenial cortex53. Furthermore, a lesion study in humans has implicated the right parahippocampal cortex as a substrate for spatial memory54.

We uncovered another instance of atypical declarative memory performance in H.M. in a study of complex picture recognition55,56. He studied coloured magazine pictures, each for 20 s, and subsequently showed normal recognition at 10 min, 24 h, 72 h, one week and six months, relative to control participants (who viewed each picture for 1 s). A reasonable explanation for his success is that his responses were based on familiarity judgements, rather than conscious recollection57,58. Recently, ...
investigators have argued that these two kinds of recognition represent two distinct processes, supported by different neural substrates. One hypothesis is that conscious recollection of the learning episode depends on the hippocampus, whereas familiarity judgements without episodic content rely on perirhinal cortex. H.M. does have some residual ventral perirhinal cortex that theoretically could support performance on certain tests of recognition memory and cued recall. Consistent with this interpretation is the report that an amnesic patient with extensive damage to MTL structures (including perirhinal cortex, amygdala, hippocampal formation and parahippocampal cortex) does not show the benefit of extended study of pictures.

In everyday life, H.M. occasionally shows some recognition ability. For example, in 1992, when I asked him who the president of the United States was, he could not recall the president’s name. When I prompted him by telling him that his initials were G.B. and then that his first name was George, he still could not give the correct name. Finally, when I gave him a three-alternative forced choice of George Burns, George Brown and George Bush, H.M. answered correctly (BOX 2).

One way to illustrate the functional potential of H.M.’s preserved MTL tissue would be to show task-related activation with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). To this end, H.M. and control participants viewed complex coloured magazine pictures, each for 3 s (encoding runs). Like the control participants, H.M. showed a small area of significant activation in the caudal MTL (FIG. 4). This activation seems to be task related (see time course) and is consistent with other reports of MTL activation during encoding of visual stimuli.

Does H.M. have a sense of self?
Philosophers, psychologists and neuroscientists have proposed that, without memory, a person lacks an identity — a sense of self. By this view, H.M. should not have a sense of who he is. The following observations are worthy of consideration in this regard. Amnesia is not an all-or-nothing condition, and even H.M., from time to time, has meagre conscious recollections of information encountered postoperatively. In addition, he has memories of his childhood, which include vacations with his parents and information about a number of relatives, although these memories seem to be semantically transformed. For example, in trying to elicit an autobiographical memory, I asked him, “What is your favourite memory that you have of your mother?” “Well I, that she’s just my mother.” “But can you remember any particular event that was special — like a holiday, Christmas, birthday, Easter?” “There I have an argument with myself about Christmas time.” “What about Christmas?” “Well, ‘cause my daddy was from the South,
and they didn’t celebrate down there like they do up here — in the North. Like they don’t have the trees or anything like that. And uh, but he came North even though he was born down Louisiana. And I know the name of the town he was born in.” H.M. was unable to supply an episodic memory of his mother or his father — he could not narrate events and famous people is less severely affected. Although our preliminary results favour the latter view, a definitive answer awaits the results of more rigorous experiments that are now underway with H.M. and other amnesic patients.

Although H.M.’s remote memories do not contain as much detail as those of control participants, they do provide some fodder for his self-concept. Furthermore, beyond those fragmentary memories, he has beliefs, desires and values that are always present. For example, he believes that doing crossword puzzles helps him to remember words and is fun. He is altruistic: when I asked him to tell me about Dr Scoville (with whom H.M. had several appointments before his operation) he said, “He did medical research on people — all kinds of people. What he learned about me helped others too, and I’m glad about that.” His social behaviour is appropriate and courteous. Years ago, when he and I were walking from the MIT Clinical Research Center to the Psychology Department, he would cup my elbow with his hand to guide me down the sidewalk. He has high moral standards with respect to right and wrong in his personal conduct, which is consistent with the preservation of his orbitofrontal cortex. He has a conscience. For example, when explaining why he could not fulfil his dream of being a neurosurgeon, he cites the fact that he wears glasses, and that blood might spurt up onto his glasses, creating an obstacle to his vision and causing him to miss his target in the patient’s brain, thereby causing the patient harm. In addition, he has good insight into his memory disorder. When I asked him, “What do you do to try to remember?” he replied, “Well, that I don’t know ’cause I don’t remember (laugh) what I tried.” He has a sense of humour, and often makes jokes.

Another aspect of a sense of self is knowledge of one’s appearance and physical state.

### Box 2 | Famous Faces Test II

When H.M. correctly chose George Bush’s name from three alternatives, he could simply have guessed the answer by chance. To be convinced that he can acquire at least a modicum of new semantic knowledge, one would like to see accurate responses to multiple test items. Elizabeth Kensinger and I gleaned this kind of evidence from his performance on the Famous Faces Test II. In March 2000, H.M. viewed photographs of people who were famous at some point between the 1920s and the 1980s. We asked him to name each individual, the decade in which they were famous and the reason for their fame. He performed marginally better than healthy volunteers (P < 0.1) on faces from the 1920s and 1930s (perhaps because of a lack of retroactive interference), but was significantly worse than volunteers from the 1950s onwards. We separated items into those that were ‘easy’ or ‘hard’ for volunteers (above or below the median of the healthy volunteers’ mean) to determine whether H.M. showed selective forgetting of ‘hard’ items. He retrieved ‘easy’ and ‘hard’ faces from the 1920s to the 1950s. By contrast, for the 1960s onwards, the two items he retrieved were both ‘easy’ items: he named (without cues) John F. Kennedy (whom he knew was a president, and believed was assassinated) and Ronald Reagan (whom he said was an actor, and, when asked for more information, said he thought he was a president).

In a second run through the series of faces that H.M. had not been able to name, we provided him with four semantic cues for each individual (for example, for Mao Tse-Tung: he was a leader in China). The semantic cues did not elicit any further correct responses. We then gave him phonemic cues, one at a time (the person’s initials, the first syllable of the first name, all of the first name, the first syllable of the last name, all of the last name; see table). Using phonemic cues, given while he viewed the photograph, he named 18 out of 36 individuals, but was unable to give the correct decade or reason for their fame. These results indicate that H.M.’s public semantic knowledge, although inferior to that of control participants, does include some information from the decades after the onset of his amnesia. Nevertheless, the traces of information that are stored in H.M.’s brain are fragmented and lacking in detail, so that they give rise to incomplete representations of, for example, public figures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phonemic cue</th>
<th>H.M.’s response</th>
<th>Phonemic cue</th>
<th>H.M.’s response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M.T.</td>
<td>Mao Tse-Tung</td>
<td>Woody A.</td>
<td>Woody Allen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin L. K.</td>
<td>Martin Luther King, Jr</td>
<td>Jimmy C.</td>
<td>Jimmy Carter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bea</td>
<td>The Beatles</td>
<td>Henry Kiss</td>
<td>Henry Kissinger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L.B.J.</td>
<td>Lyndon B. Johnson</td>
<td>Gerald F.</td>
<td>Gerald Ford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pablo P.</td>
<td>Pablo Picasso</td>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>Mother Theresa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson Man</td>
<td>Nelson Mandela</td>
<td>Margaret Tha</td>
<td>Margaret Thatcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie And</td>
<td>Julie Andrews</td>
<td>Nancy Pea</td>
<td>Nancy Reagan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prince Ch</td>
<td>Prince Charles</td>
<td>G.B.</td>
<td>George Bush</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bob Dy</td>
<td>Bob Dylan</td>
<td>Michael Du</td>
<td>Michael Dukakis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4 | Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) activation in H.M.’s caudal parahippocampal gyrus during novel picture encoding. Abbreviations: F, fixation; N, novel pictures; R, repeated pictures.
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H.M. describes himself as ‘thin but heavy’. He does not know his age, or whether he has grey hair. On one occasion when I showed him an old photograph of himself and his mother, he replied that the man looked like his father, but that it could not be his father because his father does not wear glasses. His ability to interpret and report internal states is diminished37. Specifically, he has an impaired ability to identify and respond to painful stimuli, and shows no difference in his ratings of hunger and thirst made before and after a meal.

A suggestion as to the neural substrate of self comes from Miller and colleagues38. They posit that the self comprises three cognitive domains (semantic knowledge, autobiographical memories and will), and that the first two are mediated by frontal lobe processes. Although knowledge of self is stored outside the frontal lobes, these structures are specialized for accessing, integrating and maintaining this information. Because H.M.’s frontal lobes are intact18, he has the substrate for organizing his meagre remote memories, perhaps to maintain a sense of self. Whether H.M. in fact has a sense of self is a matter for the reader to ponder.

When H.M. looks in the mirror

Students, scientists and lay people are fascinated by H.M.’s case history. When they hear about his condition, an abundance of questions follows. The most commonly asked question is: what happens when H.M. looks in the mirror? You could imagine that he might express shock and incredulity at the sight of an old man, because he does not remember that decades have elapsed since 1953 when his memory was last intact. I can report the following anecdotal evidence: when he looks at himself in a mirror, he shows no change in facial expression, his conversation is matter-of-fact, and he does not seem to be at all upset. On one occasion he was asked, “What do you think about how you look?” He replied, “I’m not a boy.” This response reveals his sense of humour and his acceptance of the image he sees in the mirror. Although H.M.’s lack of concern might stem from his having had a bilateral amygdalactectomy, it could be the case that he actually perceives his face as familiar. This sense of familiarity would be the result of repeated daily exposure to his face year after year. The neural representation of his face is updated daily, probably in his intact fusiform face area, and perhaps through interactions with the posterior parahippocampal cortex (perihinal cortex), which is believed to support familiarity discrimination29,39.

Prospects

H.M. is now 75 years old. His mobility is markedly reduced because of osteoporosis, another side effect of osteoporosis, (Dilantin). Although he is in relatively good health, plans have been at the forefront of his lifelong contribution to science will include a precise description of his brain and documentation of his life. His wish to help other people will have been fulfilled. Sadly, however, he will remain unaware of his fame and of the impact that his participation in research has had on scientific and medical communities internationally.
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